Saint Anselm College

**Enough is Enough Campaign**

**The Clothesline Project**
Monday, November 2nd - Friday, November 6th
Cushing Lobby
*Sponsored by the Multicultural Center*

Stand united with people affected by violence by stopping by the Cushing Lobby to make a t-shirt and/or visit the display.

**Silent Witness Project**
Monday, November 2nd - Friday, November 6th
Cushing Building, Dana Center Lobby, Davison & Geisel Library
*Sponsored by the Multicultural Center*

The Silent Witness Project is a traveling memorial honoring women who were murdered from acts of domestic violence. Each life-sized silhouette represents a woman who was murdered by a spouse, significant other, or ex-partner.

**Motivations of Violent Behavior Book Display**
Monday, November 2nd - Friday, November 6th
Geisel Library (Upper Level)
*Sponsored by Geisel Library*

Geisel Library will display titles from their collection that explore why individuals exhibit and participate in violent behavior.

**“Macho”**
Monday, November 2nd at 12:30pm-1:30pm
Gadbois 102
*Sponsored by Modern Languages & Literature & Economics Departments*

On pioneering Nicaraguan men who responded to the 1998 accusations of sexual abuse leveled at president Daniel Ortega by organizing Men Against Violence, a national campaign to eliminate male chauvinism that has since become a model used worldwide. This challenges assumptions about “machismo” and Latino culture.

**Coffee and Conversation with the Core Council:**
**Bystander Responses to LGGBQ violence. How can I help?**
Tuesday, November 3rd at 7pm
LLC, Lower Level Lounge
*Sponsored by the Core Council for LGGBQ Students*

Our entire community is affected by bullying or violence towards its LGGBQ members. Research shows that when bystanders actively challenge bigoted speech and actions, they amend the emotional and physical toll on the victim and may even change the perspective of the perpetrator. Please take the first step and help clarify a helpful bystander response by attending this event. Coffee & snacks served.

**Your Bro Code & being a Man**
Tuesday November 10th at 7:00pm
Location: Hillary Hall Lounge
*Sponsored by the Meelia Center & Residential Life & Education*

This program will explore what it means to be masculine through popular media and address how men feel like they don’t have a role to play in preventing sexual violence. Participants will have the opportunity to reflect on and will begin to define their own masculine identity.

**Download Days for Circle of 6 App**
Wednesday, November 4th from 11am - 1pm in Davison Hall & 7pm-9pm in JOA
Thursday, November 5th from 5pm - 7pm in Davison Hall & 7pm-9pm in the Library
*Sponsored by Assault & Violence Education & Reporting Team (AVERT)*

Join the campus-wide effort and download the Circle of 6 app which is a free violence prevention app. Available both on iOS & Android devices.

**The Hookup Culture & the Art of Dating**
Monday, November 9th at 7:00pm
Location: Dana Center
*Sponsored by Campus Ministry, Unhooked, the Theology Society, AVERT, Student Activities & Leadership, Health Services & Athletics*

Join the discussion with Kerry Cronin, Boston College professor who is devoted to helping young adults address dating concerns, and exploring healthy, romantic relationship building.

**Say Something Nice**
Thursday, November 5th at 12:00pm - 1:00pm
Alumni Quad near Saint Anselm statue
*Sponsored by the Core Council for LGGBQ Students*

Come by the Alumni quad, pick up the megaphone, and “Say Something Nice” to a friend or stranger across the quad. “Say Something Nice” is a chance for members of our community to take their minds off all of negative things going on in their lives and focus on the positive.

**Rape and the Justice System with Sgt. Thomas Groux**
Tuesday, November 10th at 7:00pm
Peirini Lecture Hall
*Sponsored by Residential Life & Education*

Join Sgt. Thomas Groux, a thirty-year veteran of the Winchester, MA police department, as he discusses the book Missoula from the bestselling author Jon Krakauer. Missoula is a powerful narrative about a series of sexual assaults at the University of Montana — stories that report on the humanity behind the atrocities of campus rape. He will include as a part of his talk a history and statistics regarding rape and violence against women, outline of domestic violence laws and current rape laws and justice system response.

**Contemplation & Action: Reflections on Human Trafficking**
Thursday, November 12th at 7pm
Dana Center
*Sponsored by SGA, Residential Life & Education, Campus Ministry, Multicultural Center, Theology & Politics Departments, & NHIOP*

Chris Heuertz, a modern day “Freedom Fighter” who was trained under Mother Teresa has worked for over 20 years fighting the global trafficking epidemic. He will be interviewing a young woman who is now a college student in NYC but was born in Indonesia and trafficked in the US by a UN Diplomat.